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Thank you, Phil and all the organizers for this opportunity. I hope to be able to answer some questions about what the GO and NCBO are going to be doing in the next. We’re probably more aware of the issues than anyone else, and we aren’t stopping now.




The Study of Ontology
	The science of what exists in every area of reality.
	The classification of entities: what kinds of things exist.
	The relations between these entities.
	Defines a scientific field's vocabulary and the canonical formulations of its theories. 
	Seeks to solve problems which arise in these domains.


Note that this is technology independent!





Classification systems are not new. (e.g. diurnal and nocturnal classifications of primates)




Today a biological ontology is:
eye
	what kinds of things exist?

	what are the relationships between these things?

ommatidium
sense organ
eye disc
is_a
part_of
develops
from
	A machine interpretable representation of some aspect of biological reality


diff between ontology and data
An artifact whose representational units are intended to represent
Types in reality
The relations between these types which are true universally (i.e. for all instances)
lung is_a anatomical structure
lobe of lung part_of lung
Enables a computer to reason over the data in (some of) the ways that we do.




Interpret: What do these results imply?
Results
Prediction: What is the most effective experiment to test this inference?
Carry out experiment
Record: What really happened?
Results

The cyclic nature of scientific discovery continues today, but there is a difference. Today if you want to share the results with other researchers then what you used to record on paper must now be stored on a disk and made available electronically.




Standards and specifications
Widely distributed data
Speed and performance
Over abundance of data
Semantic agreement

However, databases alone will not solve the problem. There is the need for syntactic interpretation (standards), accessibility of widely distributed data (transport mechanisms), speed and performance (Data compression and just in time retrieval, caching), overabundance of information (query languages), and (most importantly) semantic agreement (shared descriptive languages).




Ontologies are needed
	Communication between researchers: semantic agreement

	Minimizing engineering and maintenance costs







Before: domain knowledge is embedded in the db schema
Gene
table
RNA
table
Exon
table
Protein
table






Embedding domain knowledge in the db schema is expensive
	The semantic description of the biology and the physical database description are co-mingled
	Therefore new biological knowledge will force: 
	Schema changes: e.g. new tables
	Query changes: that explicitly refer to tables
	Middleware changes: to retrieve and format
	GUI changes: to display







After: domain knowledge is embedded in the ontology
feature
table






Ontology driven db schema is less expensive to maintain
	The logical description and the physical database description of the biology are developed independently
	Therefore new biological knowledge will only require: 
	Ontology changes: e.g. new terms
	GUI changes: display
	No schema changes
	No query changes
	No middleware changes


For extensibility
For generality
For reasonability
For interoperability




Ontologies are needed
	Communication between researchers: semantic agreement
	Minimizing engineering and maintenance costs
	As well as
	Better query facilities
	Ability to draw inferences
	Detect correlations
	Facilitate computational interpretation of text
	And more…







Interpret: What do these results imply?
Results
Prediction: What is the most effective experiment to test this inference?
Carry out experiment
Record: What really happened?
Inferences and decisions we make are based upon what we know of biological reality.







The red tags indicate specimens that are the instance reference to which all species identifications point.
There is no requirement that ontology be done using any particular technology.
Keep it simple and lowest barrier of entry




Two kinds of representational artifact
	Databases, inventories, images: represent what is particular in reality = instances

	Ontologies, terminologies, catalogs: represent what is general in reality = types (universals, kinds). 







Three fundamental dichotomies
types vs. instances
continuants vs. occurrents
dependent vs. independent 






For example, in the GO’s 3 ontologies


molecular function


cellular component


biological process
Molecules, cell components , organisms are independent continuants which have functions (these are dependent continuants), and these functions may be realized as an occurent process when “functioning”
dependent
independent


continuant
occurent



Dependent continuants which may be realized by “functioning”
Processes are occurrents include: functionings, side-effects, stochastic processes







Pumping blood
To pump blood
heart
energizing
To capture energy
ATP
energizing
To produce energy
mitochondria

molecular function

cellular
function
organism-level
biological function


molecule

cellular component


 organism

molecular process

cellular
process
organism-level
biological process
 functioning
 functioning
 functioning















Specific Aims of the GO 2006
	We will maintain comprehensive, logically rigorous and biologically accurate ontologies.
	We will comprehensively annotate 9 reference genomes in as complete detail as possible.
	We will support annotation across all organisms. 
	We will provide our annotations and tools to the research community. 







Weaving and untangling the GO
	Missing relations
	is_a completeness
	Adding new relations within single GO ontology
	Adding “regulates” to BP
	Distinguishing different part_of relations
	Adding Relations between GO axis
	Linking between MF & BP & CC
	Adding relations between GO & other ontologies
	GO+Cell
	GO+anatomy
	GO+ChEBI







Implicit ontologies within the GO:
	cysteine biosynthesis (ChEBI)
	myoblast fusion (Cell Type Ontology)
	hydrogen ion transporter activity (ChEBI)
	snoRNA catabolism (Sequence Ontology)
	wing disc pattern formation (Drosophila anatomy)
	epidermal cell differentiation (Cell Type Ontology)
	regulation of flower development (Plant anatomy)
	interleukin-18 receptor complex (not yet in OBO)
	B-cell differentiation (Cell Type Ontology)


macromolecular, protein ontology not yet in GO
GO preceded OBO

None of these relationships are explicitly encoded in the ontology
Can be extracted by text parsing





go.obo
oboedit
obol
obol
report
cell.obo
cell.obo
cell.obo
cjm
GO
editor
OBO
editor
obol
config
name
parser
Ego.obo
reasoner
go
‘fixed’
Obol produces genus-differentia logical definitions

feedback from curators to improve obol





Working on interoperability with Protégé via OWL export and inport converters. Right now this is mostly data dependent




Relations to Other Ontologies
B-cell differentiation
lymphocyte
differentiation
lymphocyte
B-cell
GO
CL
is_a
cell differentiation
blood
cell
B-cell
activation

we still have redundancy, but it can be detected automatically, changes can be propagated





[Term]
id: GO:0030183
name: B-cell differentiation
is_a: GO:0042113 ! B-cell activation
is_a: GO:0030098 ! lymphocyte differentiation
intersection_of: is_a GO:0030154 ! cell differentiation
intersection_of: has_participant CL:0000236 ! B-cell

[Term]
id: CL:0000236
name: B-cell
is_a: CL:0000542 ! lymphocyte
develops_from: CL:0000231 ! B-lymphoblast 

Augmented GO
CELL Ontology

decompose and then augment file with cross-product info.
info in CL and GO are integrated




Open Biomedical Ontologies: OBO Mark 1
	Initially side-project of the Gene Ontology
	http://obo.sourceforge.net
	ontology management and versioning
	website
	mailing lists
	limitations due to lack of resources
	lacking ontology development support
	little in the way of integration
	neither ‘nuts-n-bolts’ and semantic integration


kudos to: Michael, Amelia, GOC. Did a lot despite few resources




A Portion of the OBO Library








www.bioontology.org







	Lawrence–Berkeley Labs: Tools to use ontologies for data annotation (Cores 2, 5–7: Suzanna Lewis)
	Stanford:  Tools for ontology alignment, indexing, and management (Cores 1, 4–7: Mark Musen)
	Mayo Clinic:  Tools for access to large controlled terminologies (Core 1: Chris Chute)
	Victoria: Tools for ontology and data visualization (Cores 1 and 2: Margaret-Anne Story)
	University at Buffalo: Dissemination of best practices for ontology engineering (Core 6: Barry Smith)







OBO Mark II: Infrastructure
	Integrated access to all OBO ontologies
	Programmatic and user access
	web interface
	interface via tools (OBO-Edit, Protégé)
	application programmer interfaces (APIs)
	web services
	Advanced search facilities
	lexgrid (Mayo clinic)
	Visualisation (UVic)
	Ontology metadata (Stanford Medical Informatics)


nuts-n-bolts
NCBiO will not develop ontologies
ontologies developed by appropriate community
NCBiO will provide help




Driving Biological Projects
	Trial Bank: UCSF, Ida Sim

	FlyBase: Cambridge, Michael Ashburner

	ZFIN: Oregon, Monte Westerfield







Animal disease models
Animal models
 Mutant Gene

 Mutant  or missing Protein

Mutant Phenotype 







Animal disease models
Humans
Animal models
 Mutant Gene

 Mutant  or missing Protein

Mutant Phenotype 
(disease model)
 Mutant Gene

 Mutant  or missing Protein

Mutant Phenotype 
(disease)






Animal disease models
Humans
Animal models
 Mutant Gene

 Mutant  or missing Protein

Mutant Phenotype 
(disease model)
 Mutant Gene

 Mutant  or missing Protein

Mutant Phenotype 
(disease)






Animal disease models
Humans
Animal models
 Mutant Gene

 Mutant  or missing Protein

Mutant Phenotype 
(disease model)
 Mutant Gene

 Mutant  or missing Protein

Mutant Phenotype 
(disease)






SHH-/+
SHH-/-
shh-/+
shh-/-









 Phenotype
 (clinical sign)	=   entity	 +   quality

Each EAV set defines a phenotypic character.  By combining PCs we can build up a description that defines a complex syndrome or disease. As more is learned about a disease, PCs can be easily added or updated.







 Phenotype
 (clinical sign)	=   entity	 +   quality
	P1	=   eye	 +   hypoteloric

Each EAV set defines a phenotypic character.  By combining PCs we can build up a description that defines a complex syndrome or disease. As more is learned about a disease, PCs can be easily added or updated.







 Phenotype
 (clinical sign)	=   entity	 +   quality
	P1	=   eye	 +   hypoteloric
	P2	=   midface	 +   hypoplastic 

Each EAV set defines a phenotypic character.  By combining PCs we can build up a description that defines a complex syndrome or disease. As more is learned about a disease, PCs can be easily added or updated.







 Phenotype
 (clinical sign)	=   entity	 +   quality
	P1	=   eye	 +   hypoteloric
	P2	=   midface	 +   hypoplastic 
	P3	=   kidney	 +   hypertrophied 

Each EAV set defines a phenotypic character.  By combining PCs we can build up a description that defines a complex syndrome or disease. As more is learned about a disease, PCs can be easily added or updated.







 Phenotype
 (clinical sign)	=   entity	 +   quality
	P1	=   eye	 +   hypoteloric
	P2	=   midface	 +   hypoplastic 
	P3	=   kidney	 +   hypertrophied 
PATO:
  hypoteloric

  hypoplastic

  hypertrophied
ZFIN:
   eye

   midface

   kidney
+

Each EAV set defines a phenotypic character.  By combining PCs we can build up a description that defines a complex syndrome or disease. As more is learned about a disease, PCs can be easily added or updated. Change all to quality







 Phenotype
 (clinical sign)	=   entity	 +   quality
Anatomical ontology
Cell & tissue ontology 
Developmental ontology
Gene ontology
    biological process
    cellular component
+     PATO
(phenotype and trait ontology)

Each EAV set defines a phenotypic character.  By combining PCs we can build up a description that defines a complex syndrome or disease. As more is learned about a disease, PCs can be easily added or updated.







 Phenotype
 (clinical sign)	=   entity	 +   quality
	P1	=   eye	 +   hypoteloric
	P2	=   midface	 +   hypoplastic 
	P3	=   kidney	 +   hypertrophied 
Syndrome =  P1  +  P2  +  P3
  (disease)
	          =  holoprosencephaly

Each EAV set defines a phenotypic character.  By combining PCs we can build up a description that defines a complex syndrome or disease. As more is learned about a disease, PCs can be easily added or updated.







Human holo-
prosencephaly
Zebrafish
shh 
Zebrafish
oep 

Each box = single EAV set.  Without reading the words, you can see a pattern emerge; shh has some but not all phenotypic characteristics of holoprosencephaly, oep is better match.  This type of analysis can be done on a large scale computationally.




Review of proposed EAV EQ model
	A phenotype is described using an Entity-Quality double
	Entities are drawn from various OBO ontologies—cell, anatomies, GO, …
	Qualities are drawn from one ontology—PATO







Separation of concerns
	Not phenotypes:
	Genotype
	Environment
	Assay, measurement systems
	Images

Association = Genotype Phenotype Environment Assay
Phenotype = Entity Quality
Entity = OBOClassID
Quality = PATOClassID
schema:

note that they can be tightly interwoven: somatic cell mutants.
or the assay can be interwoven.
but comparison is only possible insofar as we can have representations that are independent of assay 




2003 Pilot study
	Trial of EAV model on small collection of genotypes
	FlyBase
	ZFIN
	Genes were non-orthologous
	New curations - in progress
	~200 orthologous genes with clinical relevance
	Use the same data model and exchange format: PhenoXML







ZFIN schema extension: stages
	Genotype	Stage	Entity	Quality
	npo	Hatching:Pec-fin	gut	dysplastic
	Hatching:Pec-fin	gut	small
	r210	Hatching:Long-pec	retina	irregular
	Larval:Protruding-mouth	brain	fused













quality: Structure, relative size, pattern, structure




Stages
Association = Genotype Phenotype Environment Assay
Phenotype = Stage* Entity Quality
Entity = OBOClassID
Stage = OBOAnatomicalStageClassID
Quality = PATOClassID
* means zero or more






Monadic and relational qualities
	Monadic:
	the quality inheres in a single entity
	Relational:
	the quality inheres in two or more entities
	sensitivity of an organism to a kind of drug 
	sensitivity of an eye to a wavelength of light
	can turn relational qualities into cross-product monadic qualities
	e.g. sensitivityToRedLight
	better to use relational qualities

avoids redundancy with existing ontologies

ratios?




Incorporating relational qualities
Association = Genotype Phenotype Environment Assay
Phenotype = Stage* Entity Quality Entity*
Entity = OBOClassID
Quality = PATOVersion2ClassID
Example data record:
Phenotype = “organism” sensitiveTo “puromycin” 






Measurable qualities
	Some qualities are inexact and implicitly relative to a wild-type or normal quality
	relatively short, relatively long, relatively reduced
	easier than explicitly representing:
	this tail length shorter-than ‘mouse’ wild-type tail length
	Some qualities are determinable
	use a measure function
	unit, value, {time}
	this tail has length L
	measure(L, cm) = 2
	Keep measurements separate from (but linked to) quality ontology







Incorporating measurements
Association = Genotype Phenotype Environment Assay
Phenotype = Stage* Entity Quality Entity* Measurement*
Measurement = Unit Value (Time)
Entity = OBOClassID
Quality = PATOVersion2ClassID
Example data record:
Phenotype = “gut” “acidic” Measurement = “pH” 5 






What is Phenote?
	A tool for annotating Phenotypes

Curator reads about a phenotype in the literature related to taxonomy or genotype
Curator enters genotype(or taxonomy)
Curator enters genetic context (optional)
Curator searches/enters Entity (e.g. Anatomy)
Curator searches/enters PATO attribute/value

To make a pheno instance its taxa + E + A/V. Phenote keeps a list of instances to update & delete.




Phenote

Need to make picture of current phenote - ideally with term comp list & term info & a few instances




Term Info
	Mouse over terms in completion list gives more info:

Synonyms,Definition, Parent relationships, Child relationships, Whether obsolete
	Relationship terms are clickable


Relationships: ISA - superclass/subclass, part of/superpart, develops-from
Todo: comments




Phenotype Character Table
	List of Phenotype Character instances
	Operations:

New, Delete, Copy

New just gives ya a blank one. Copy is the handy one here as often ya just wanna change one thing in the phenotype to get a new pheno - be it entity, value or genotype.

When selected populates pheno fields




What Phenote will do…
	Other Entities: GO, Cell Type…
	Entity chooser
	Post Coordinated Term(cross product)
	Relational Quality & Secondary Entity 
	More Character Fields:

Stage, Pub ID, Figure ID, Quantity/Units, other “Qualifiers”?
	Tags/Modifiers: radio buttons
	GUI Configuration 
	Term info: add, back & forward
	PhenoXML writeback


Configure entity ontologies, fields to use, and everything else imaginable about the gui - need to be able to configure for different sites but not be hardwired to a site.
As I said Phenote is in its early stages - so the wish list is a mile long… Compund entities - 2 kinds? Chris? Entity w qualifier - and double entities?
Is qualifier a separate field or part of compound entities?
So theres composite terms & compound entities. Composite term is a term with a qualifier like a spatial qualifier - for instance dorsal fin - also called cross product or qualified term (not qualified entry)
Compound entity is more than one entity to make up and entity - like head fused to arm. Head & arm are 2 entities making up one entity. Brain fused with eye, sensitivity to red light -> relational attrib + 2ndary entity
“Qualifiers” is a fb catch all for a bunch of different ontologies.
Whats a good example for spatial qual? Anterior Notochord





GMOD/CHADO
DATAFLOW
Data warehouse
collected from MODs and other sources
Annotation versioning
Generic data model
Any data typed by OBO classes can be stored
Specific annotation data views
Clinical trial data view
Phenotype data view
Chado-compliant
Entity-attribute model




There are many less than perfect ontologies


There are best practices in ontology development which must be followed to create stable high-quality ontologies
Shared high quality ontologies foster cross-disciplinary and cross-domain re-use of data, and create larger communities
Data integration cannot be brought about by ‘mapping’ incompatible, low quality ontologies built for different purposes
Ontologies must be intelligible both to humans (for annotation) and to machines (for reasoning and error-checking)
Unintuitive rules lead to errors in classification
Simple, intuitive rules facilitate training of curators and annotators
Common rules allow alignment with other ontologies (and thus cross-domain exploitation of data)
Logically coherent rules enhance harvesting of content through automatic reasoning systems




Use the power of 
combination and collaboration
	Ontologies are like telephones: they are valuable only to the degree that they are used and networked with other ontologies
	But to work telephones must be connected
	Like telephones, most ontologies were broken when the technology was first being developed








	To create the conditions for a step-by-step evolution towards robust gold standard reference ontologies in the biomedical domain.
	To introduce some of the features of scientific peer review into biomedical ontology development.

	obofoundry.org







OBO Foundry
	A subset of OBO ontologies whose developers agree in advance to accept a common set of principles designed to assure 
	intelligibility to biologist curators, annotators, users
	formal robustness 
	stability
	compatibility
	interoperability 
	support for logic-based reasoning

The OBO Foundry






Agree on relations
	The success of ontology alignment demands that ontological relations (is_a, part_of, ...) have the same meanings in the different ontologies to be aligned. 

Genome Biology 6:R46, 2005.

Add authors




Elements for Success 1
	A Community with a common vision
	A pool of talented and motivated developers/scientists
	A mix of academic and commercial
	An organized, light weight approach to product development
	A leadership structure
	Communication
	A well-defined scope, (our “business”)

Adopted from “Open Source Menu for Success”

Technology independence
“With new data, we change our minds”
An ontology must adapt to reflect current understanding of reality
Mechanisms to support change
Keep It Simple:
 lowest possible barrier to entry




Elements for Success 2
	Keep It Simple:
	 lowest possible barrier to entry
	Technology independence
	“With new data, we change our minds”
	An ontology must adapt to reflect current understanding of reality
	Plan for and anticipate changes
	Stay close to your users
	biologists and medical researchers







Ontology:
A thing of beauty is a joy forever
With acknowledgement and thanks to 
	Michael Ashburner
	Judith Blake
	J. Michael Cherry
	David Hill
	Midori Harris
	Rex Chisholm
	And many more…

	Mark Musen
	Chris Chute
	Barry Smith 
	Daniel Rubin
	Monte Westerfield
	Michael Ashburner
	And more…

	Seth Carbon
	John Day-Richter
	Karen Eilbeck
	Mark Gibson
	Sima Misra
	Chris Mungall
	Shu Shengqiang
	Nicole Washington

Berkeley BOP
GO
NCBO
*Without even going into our other projects: Apollo, SO, Chado, GMOD, DAS, Reactome…






